
Beauchamp FallsBeauchamp Falls

The         walk         from         Evans         Lookout         to         Beauchamp         Falls
is         magical         journey,         passing         through         the         bottom         part
of         the         Grand         Canyon.         The         views         from         Evans
lookout         are         stunning,         with         the         lush         canyon
environment         providing         a         very         different
environment         to         enjoy.                  The         walk         then         continues
down         the         creek         to         Beauchamp         Falls.         If         you         don't
have         the         time         to         do         the         whole         of         the         Grand         Canyon
walk         this         is         a         great         compromise.
Blue         Mountains         National         Park

Length:
Time:
Climb:
Style:
Rating:
Where:
Transport:

3.1         km
2         hrs
350         m
Return
Track:         Hard
4         km         ESE         of         Blackheath
car

Visit www.wildwalks.com  for more info
Side         trips         and         Alternate         routes         mentioned         in         these         notes         are         not         included         in         the         tracks         overall         rating,         distance         or         time         estimate.         The         notes         only         describe         the         side
trips         and         Alternate         routes         in         one         direction.         Allow         extra         time         for         resting         and         exploring         areas         of         interest.         Please         ensure         you         and         your         group         are         well         prepared
and         equipped         for         all         possible         hazards         and         delays.         The         authors,         staff         and         owners         of         wildwalks         take         care         in         preparing         these         notes         but         will         not         accept
responsibility         for         any         inconvenience,         loss         or         injury         sustained         by         using         these         notes         or         maps.         Please         take         care         and         share         your         experience         through         the         website.
Please check park closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating just before leaving for your walk. Walk maybe closed during Total Fire Ban.
GPS for start and end of this walk:-33.6466,150.3254

                  
 Wildwalks  
 Download the free Bushwalk Australia eMag
 The eMagazine is produces by the community at bushwalk.com and the Wildwalks team
 Bushwalk.com Australia's most active bushwalking forum - Check it out.
 Happy Reading. Matt :)   

Evans Lookout car park to Evans Lookout  0.1km 3 mins 
 (From S) From the information sign at Evans Lookout car park, this walk follows the 'Evans Lookout' sign down the
steps. The track passes a stone shelter on the right as it reaches the railed lookout.  

 Evans Lookout    
 Evans Lookout, Blue Mountains National Park, looks over the spectacular Grose Valley, with its deep gorges, green
forest and prominent cliff lines. The fenced lookout is at the end of Evans Lookout Road. There is a rock shelter hut and
toilets.  

Evans Lookout to Int. Grand Canyon and Rodriguez Pass Tracks  1.1km 35 mins 
 (From 0.08 km) Turn sharp right: From Evans Lookout, the walk heads down the steps, passing the 'Grand Canyon'
sign. From the bottom of the cliff stairs, the walk tends left onto the spur where it continues downhill and weaves past
some boulders to a signposted intersection. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, the walk heads down the stairs into the gully following the Neates Glen and Grose
Valley signs. The walk winds down the hill for approximately 100m to a railing. From here, the walk continues down the
other side of the gully, winding down the hill for a short while. The walk then continues down the right-hand side of the
gully to drop onto the creek with a signposted rock in the middle.  

Int. Grand Canyon and Rodriguez Pass Tracks to Beauchamp Falls  0.4km 15 mins 
 (From 1.19 km) Veer left: From the intersection, the walk follows the signs to 'Rodriguez Pass' around the canyon side,
with the creek on the left. After about 200m, the track crosses the creek. The walk follows the white arrows painted on
the rocks winding down between, around and under large boulders for approximately 100m. The track then heads out of
the pass, keeping close to the cliff line before winding down the hill to Beauchamp Falls.  

 Beauchamp Falls    
 Beauchamp Falls, Blue Mountains NP, is a beautiful set of falls, split by the rock in the centre of the creek. The falls are
created by Greaves Creek, which comes out of the Grand Canyon, above. The falls are approximately 10m tall, with
rocks at the base.  

 
This is a 'Return' style walk - retrace your steps back to the beginning when you are ready.
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Map         Scale         1         km

Base         map         is         used         under         licence         and         is         (c)         Department         of         lands                           Panorama         Avenue         Bathurst         2795                           www.lands.nsw.gov.au
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